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SG Passes Popular Election
AMENDMENT DEBATED AT ICG MEETING
by Barbara Siinms
At a recent ICG meeting, a debate
was held on a proposed amendment
to the Student Government constitution. If this amendment is passed, the
President of the Student Government
will be chosen by the student body,
rather than by the Student Government representatives, as he is now.
Dick Burns, President of Student Government, and Jeff Gallet, member of
the Court of Appeals, argued that the
President should be popularly elected.
They were opposed by Rich Shemo,
Chairman of the Student Government
Constitution Committee, and Fred
Smithson, parliamentarian of Student
Government and chairman of the
Court of Appeals.
Shemo opened the debate with the
assertion that the students are not
well enough versed on the abilities of
each of the members to choose the
President from among them, and for
this reason, the choice heretofore has
been left to the members themselves.
He stated that since the student body
elects its representatives, it gives a
vote of confidence to them to choose
their leader. He also pointed out some
dangers of popular election. It might
be reduced to a mere popularity con-

Maturity Involved

Rich Shemo

the United States to the Congress is
a weak one. In Student Government,
the relationship is closer and is only
developed by allowing the members
to choose their own leaders. A popular election might create animosities
by the fact that the members might
not want to follow that particular
leader.

Burns closed the affirmative argument with the points that an elected
candidate would work harder and
better to make the students notice him,
that he would have to take stands on
controversial issues. These actions
lead to growth. The popular election
would give the students a chance to
show their material. As for animosities arising, he answered that in the
Negative Argument
present system, the group could be
split by a 7-5 vote, that it is up to
Smithson began his arguments by the President to mold the group into
stating that in a campaign a candi- an efficient organization.
date can give his qualifications by
listing the offices he has held and the
committees he has been on, but only
NOTICE
the members of the Student Government know whether he worked at
IDC President, George Evancho,
these jobs or not, or whether he would
has requested that students
make a good leader. He reasoned that
keep the Student Union, clean,
the analogy between the relation of
or it will have to be closed.
President
of
Student
Government
the
to the members and the President of

*

Dick Burns

*

SMOKING SURVEY

Queens Do It Pioneers Do It,
Indians Do It, Mummy Yokum Does It
Have \Vilkes students seriously
heeded the recent reports linking lung
cancer and other diseases to cigarette
smoking? Are the students going to
quit smoking completely? When presented with this question, none of the
students interviewed in our Beacon
survey answered affirmatively. Most
are cutting down, or would like to
cut down, on their smoking, while the
rest are still smoking the same amount
of cigarettes.
Dian Schoenfeld: "I cut down from
a pack a day to about three cigarettes
a day. The same thing will happen
in the United States as it did in England. The people will go back to
smoking as many or more than they
did before."
Rosemary Baiera: "I am smoking as
much as I did before; I have no will
power to stop. If I stop smoking, I'd
probably bite my nails. I enjoy it,
and I feel healthy."
Sandra Dale: "I try to stay away
from smoking, because I am afraid of
cancer."
David Foglietta: "1 know cancer is
serious, but I still haven't cut down
on smoking."
Sheldon Guss: "I'll smoke anything
I don't care if I die."
Joyce Callahan: "I tried to cut down,
but every time I saw my friends light

cigarette I felt as if I needed one."
Donald Powell: "I will cut down,
but I won't stop completely."
Mary Lou Snee; "I enjoy smoking
a

too much to quit.'
Dr. Bliss: "By smoking, I am recognizing the inevitable."
Pete Palmere: "I must have a reason to quit. To me the advice of the
committee is not a valid reason, even
though their findings might be true,"

Sara Perugino: "The p i o n e e r s
smoked, famous queens smoked, the
Indians smoked, Mammy Yokum
smokes, and they all lived a full, rich
life.''
Senor Valero: "I began smokinq
(American cigarettes) at the age of
25 when I was in the military service.
After coming to America, I doubled
my smoking
probably in accordance
with the fast-moving pace of society."
Barbara Collins: "I know I'll get
cancer with my luck. I'll stop if I
get poor and can't afford it. If my
mother stops, I'll stop; she'll make me.
She's been smoking for 25 years, and
I don't think she'll stop right away. I
got so nervous when I heard the reports that I smoked more: my mother
and I bought a carton."
Dave Kennedy: "I do not wish to
make a statement because my parents
don't know I smoke."

-

Amendment

STUDENTS WILL NOW DECIDE FATE

OF PRESIDENTIAL AMENDMENT

test, It might lead to bloc voting, in
which a large group of students might
get together and vote for a candidate
for no better reason than that he is a
member of their class. In an election
where there is a lack of interest, a
mediocre candidate might gain a victory through a small group voting for
him.

Gallet opened the affirmative argument by stating that the question is
not whether a small or a large group
votes, it is whether a student is mature
enough and capable enough to choose
his own leader. He said that because
college students are more intelligent
than average people, they are less
likely to vote for a candidate for poor
reasons. Under the proposed amendnient, he continued, the nominations
would have to come from the Student
Government members; therefore, the
candidates would all be capable. He
said, "There is little doubt in my
mind that the present system of electing the Student Government President
is objectionable and unacceptable."
There is politicking within a small
group, and although we have been
lucky in getting good leaders so far,
this does not always have to be the
case. As far as the students not being
aware of the qualifications of the
members, he claimed i to be a poor
argument. The purpose of the campaign in the general election is to
acquaint the voters with the candidates' achievements.

Morgan Selected
'Athlete of Week'

CCUN

Represents

Finland In Assembly

by Rich Kramer
If current legislation is approved by
a plebiscite of the student body, the
next President of the Wilkes College
Student Government will be elected
by popular ballot. This resolution was
the outcome of debate at the regular
meeting of Student Government on
Monday afternoon. The attempt to
alter the constitution of the Wilkes
College student body is the first tangible result in a series of proposals
pending action by Student Government
for some time.
A long-standing topic of debate in
student government circles is the dcction of a Student Government representative to replace the newly chosen
President of that group. Since the
President is elected in the spring, several Student Government members
felt that the replacement representative
should also be elected at that time to
maintain the membership in the organization at full force and to give
the new member time to become acclimated to his new responsibilities.
Many members, however, felt that the
present custom of electing this replacement representative within the
first three weeks of the subsequent fall
semester would enable prospective
candidates for the position to raise
their academic averages in order to
qualify. Since Student Government
could not reach a decision on this matter, its presentation to the student body
for their approval may be delayed indefinitely.
Below is a partial text of the proposed changes in the constitution of
the Wilkes College student body.
These amendments, in their final form
as passed by Student Government, will
be presented for the approval of the
entire student body.

ARTICLE 3, SECTION 1, PARAGRAPH 2. Upon the election of the
President of the Student Government,
the class which he represents shall
thereupon be entitled to an additional
representative who shall be chosen
by a special election as stated in
Article 4, Section 3.

LMC

Committee

by Ruth Partilla
Due to the high unemployment rate
caused by the decrease in anthracite
coal production in the 1940's, WilkesBarre attempted to attract new industries to this area. With these new
industries came the problem of labormanagement relations.
I.ate in 1956, this problem was
partially solved by the establishment
of a Labor-Management-Citizens Committee containing thirty members: ten
representing organized labor, ten from
management, and ten chosen from the
public, one of which was appointed
chairman. The purposes of this committee, as stated in the charter, are
to "mediate industrial disputes after
they have occurred or preferably before they started; to offer industry and
labor the best management-labor climate in the country; and to establish
and build up a national reputation of
excellent labor-management relations
and a positive favorable labor-management, and the public will all participate to their mutual advantage".
The executive director of the LMC.
Dr. Samuel Rosenberg, explaining
membership on the Committee, stated,
"All members are individuals of stature in the community. Some represent
various churches, some are presidents
and vice-presidents of their companies.
and some are officers of labor unions.
All are vitally interested in community affairs."
Five Principles
The charter under which the LMC
Committee operates is founded on five
basic principles:
I. Workers have the right to join a

by Marshall Evans
Members of Wilkes' CCUN are
attending the National Model General
Assembly being held in New York
this weekend. Colleges from all over
the United States send representatives
to this conference each year to take
part in a model assembly. Each school
re7resents one country. Its representatives consider and debate the same
problems that face the actual General
Assembly. The initial meeting will
take place in the General Assembly
of the United Nations, while other
meetings take place at the Commodore
Hotel. During the conference, students
attending will be addressed by officials
of the United Nations.
Wilkes' CCUN delegates will be
representing Finland, and, as such, will
visit and be briefed by members of
the Finnish delegation before they
attend the assembly. They will be advised as to the Finnish stand on issues,
and the delegates will then vote accordingly when resolutions are drafted.
Members of Wilkes' CCUN attending
will be Alan Krieger, Jim Jenkins,
Pauline Homko, Carol Mayer, Don
Ungemah, Jeff Roberts, and Dr. Bronis
Kaslas, advisor to the group.
tifliOfl.

ARTICLE 5, SECTION 2. The
newly elected Student Government
members shall meet within one week
after their election to nominate from
within their group candidates for the
Student Government Presidency.
ARTICLE 5, SECTION 4. Nom
ination and election of the vice-president, treasurer, and secretary of Student Government shall be by the newly elected Student Government memhers from within their group at the
last meeting of the spring semester.
To be elected, a candidate must receive a plurality of the votes cast,
All officers-elect shall take office immediately after all elected offices are
filled, Their normal terms of office
shall continue for the duration of the
Student Government's term in office.
ARTICLE 7, SECTION 3, PARAGRAPH I, SUB-SECTION (a) The
appellant shall file with the Chairman
of the Court a written summary, as
determined from the minutes of past
Student Government meetings, containing the argumentation and evidence
presented by him. No new evidence
shall be adduced at this time. The
Student Government, in turn, shall
also file a written summary on the
same case, listing the reasons for its
decision and including the minutes of
the meetiha(s) at which the question
was argue.
ARTICLE 7 SECFION 3, PARA.
GRAPH 3. The Student Government may override the Court's decision
if a three-fourths vote of the Government's membership is obtained in favor
of such action. If not, the decision as
rendered by the Court of Appeals
will be final.
ARTICLE 9, SECTION I, PAPAGRAPH 4. Student Government
meetings shall be open to members of
the student body unless otherwise determined by the Student Government
membership. Members of the student
body attending meetings will be without voice until recognized by the president.

Solves

Disputes

Dr. Rosenberg

Management has the right to direct
the operations of the enterprise.
There should be no racial or

national discrimination against workers.

Labor and management are to be
offered voluntary use of the LMC
Committee in the areas of mediation,
fact finding, and arbitration.
An educational program should be
made available for better understanding between workers, stewards, union
officials, foremen, supervisors, and
managers.
The Committee is usually consulted when local organizations are involved in a dispute in which local
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WITH FEELING

Mr. Richard Chapline, member of the music department.
was involved in a head-on collision in Dover, N. J., last Saturday. He suffered abrasions and various injuries, none of a
very serious nature.. He is recuperating in Dover General
Hospital. The Beacon wishes him a speedy recovery.
We regret the recent death of Mr. Stanley Gutin's mother.
Mr. Gutin is a member of the English department. The Beacon
joins with him in his grief.

1I/iat

-

Letters to the Editor

APATHY

As you are well aware, our campus seems to be no exception when it comes to being a target for accusations concerning
the apathy of our students. Some individuals seem to have a
great knack for inflating minor incidents where students have
failed to show interest and stating, 'Boy, are the students on
our campus apathetic." But, on the other hand, these very same
students fail to recognize the amount of activity in which many
students are participating and displaying a great deal of concern.
In the past few weeks, Jeff Gallet has taken the time to express his views on a number of political subjects, and we are
pleased to say that his views were not passively accepted, but
that he was challenged by a letter from one of our students. The
week before last, our campus was the site of a fashion show.
Students not only absorbed what they saw, but through this
paper, one particular person expressed his feelings on the manner in which this affair was organized.
In citing these instances, I am not in any sense trying to
say that the students should constantly disagree among themselves and thereby accomplish nothing. I am saying that through
. someone's
such actions, more individuals become involved .
someone is disturbed to the point of action.
feelings are hurt
We can never hope to encourage participation merely through
group efforts, People just won't respond. But stimulate their
ego, and they are immediately brought to realize the importance
of participation, if only for the purpose of defending their own
ideas.
Another instance which probably might have gone unnoticed is one in regard to Freshman Weekend. During this
weekend the potential freshman students visit the campus for
two days and are oriented to various phases of college life. This
weekend had been part of our school's policy for a number of
years, and under the direction of IDC, it has developed into
quite an enjoyable weekend. A few weeks ago, the administration decided to cancel freshman weekend, saying that it was not
valuable to the freshmen, because it failed to present any phase
of academic life. Had our students been apathetic, this decision
would have been sustained, and freshman weekend would have
vanished. BUT THIS DID NOT HAPPEN. Through the
efforts of IDC and the Accounting Club, the weekend was reinstated. Both these organizations not only expressed the desire
to contribute their time and effort, but also each decided to
personally assume all the respective costs for the weekend, thus
relieving the administration of their burden.
All the previously mentioned cases are examples of nonapathetic students actively pursuing their own fields of interest.
This goes to show that students do respond, and I am sure that
if one would carefully examine the situation, he would find that
the majority of the students at Wilkes College are not apathetic.
J.J.K.

-- -
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AWS ANSWER

of the students should expose these
goings on to the entire student body,
so that they (the students) will be
aware of the problem and arise to do
something about it, This the students
can accomplish by writing letters to
the Beacon, attending Student Governion experts are more capable than ment, IDC. and their own class meetcollege teachers of rendering an ac- ings.
Respectfully submitted,
curate opinion concerning c u r r e n
styles. The object of the contest, howDIANNE ALFARO
ever, is not to choose a coed with a
THANK YOU
professional look, but one who cxemplifies the dressing habits of the Dear Miss Lore:
American college girl. Glamour MagWe would like to take this opportuazine believes this purpose is achieved nity to thank everyone who helped
by having members of the faculty make the first 1964 Senior Art Exparticipate as judges, since they have hibit the great success that it was,
the opportunity of seeing these girls First, Mr. Colson and Mr. Richards,
every day.
our advisors, Mr. Jervis and the crew,
Sincerely,
and the two hundred and twenty
DANA SALADON people who attended the show. A
President, A.W.S.
special thanks must also be given to
loan KIos for her valuable help in
WHO'S TO BLAME
hanging and taking down the exhibit
Dear Editor:
and also George Butwin, whose tape
For some time now people on this recorder and tapes provided just the
campus have been waging a losing right background music.
battle with apathy. The students of
In closing, we wish all other senior
Wilkes College as a whole seem to art majors much luck with their exdo much complaining, but never ac- hibits and hope that they can benefit
tually do anything else. As an inter- from our mistakes,
ested person, I have looked into this
Thank you,
problem. One answer to it consistently

Dear Editor:
I would like to answer Mr. Squier's
letter of February 28, concerning the
judges of Glamour Magazine's contest
for the Best Dressed Coed. Associated
Women Students is aware that fash-

Bill Williams,

comes up.

This answer seems to put the blame
on the administration. The feeling is
that the students are tied down by
conservatism. It is my contention
that, before such a complaint is made,
the students should first look at themselves and their own organizations.
It seems that there is more dissension between the different organizations on campus than there is between
political parties in a troubled Asiatic
government. Dates for events are so
juggled, or else so hard to get, that
no one can organize any function
adequately. Clubs and other groups
have to struggle so hard against themselves, in order to survive, that the
overage student gets no benefit from
their existence. Every time a new
and fresh idea or a spark of spirit is
conceived, it is quenched by all the
"red tape' and "party politics" of
almost every group on campus.
I feel that the Beacon as the voice

Jan Pethick,

Len Yablonski

WHERE'S THE MONEY FROM?

Dear Editor:
It is not our purpose to continue a
controversy with the Student Government, but we do believe that all organizations at Wilkes College should
operate under the same standards of
equality and treatment, Certain actions
of the Student Government in the recent past seem to violate the very
principles which were laid down to
the Interdormitory Council !arlier in
the school year. We now mei'ely raise
a point of information, and we hope
that the Student Government will clear
up our feelings of curiosity.
During the discussion over the budget requests, we understood that gifts.
whether financed by allotment or by
earnings, could not legally be made
by any Wilkes College student organization. Specifically, this limitation

-

- -

-
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--
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NAMES WITHHELD

LAYING IT ON THE LINE

Dear Editor:

Why

is a Wilkes cafeteria line like
middle-aged adult? Answer: because
it grows in the middle where it's not
supposed to. Why do some people
feel that it is their right to cut into
line in front of those who have been
waiting quite a while? The purpose
of a line is to maintain order while
being served. Can you imagine the
chaos that would ensue if everybody
would demand to be served at once?
The purpose of a line, in normal
behavior, is to move forward. To the
astonishment of the student at the
end of the Commons line, however, he
finds the line moving backward! Some
students, who think Manners is the
name of a butler, install a fifth column
in the line to move along with the unsuspecting innocents, When the space
retainer reaches the bulletin board,
the cutter, apparently starving beyond
all power of imagination, waltzes up
and performs his "Open, Sesame!" act
with a 'Hi! Let me in, will you?" Not
only does he get in, he brings his
relatives, friends, and anybody else he
hapnens to pick up along the way,
IDC is aware of this problem and
has discussed it, but it is up to the
students to act, It's time we taught
these people some manners. If these
line penetrators are that hungry, perhaps some special provision could be
made for them. In any case, they
should at least remember that it takes
more than one person to make a line.
a

AN IMPATIENT WAITER

Rants 'n Raves
CZAJKOWSKI'S ANSWERS QUESTIONED
by Andrew Thorburn
Although the liberal-conservative
controversy on this campus has so far
been a discussion between Mr. Czajkowski and Mr. Gallet, I hope this
column will not be considered an intrusion.

In his last letter Mr. Czajkowski,
apparently angry with Gallet's charges
of dodging the issues and committing
logical fallacies, responded with as
concise

statement of some conser-

a

vative positions as I have ever seen.
Even Barry Goldwater, the high priest

THE BALLOT BOX

Tonight, 9 p.m. - 12 p.m.
DANCE
Class of '65
Tonight,
MANUSCRIPT FILM
Loneliness of the Long Distance Runner
A QUESTION OF CIVIL RIGHT
7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Tomorrow, 9 p.m. - 12 p.m.
Cafeteria
IDC DORM PARTY
by Margi Harris
Sunday, 8 p.m.
SHAW'S SAINT JOAN
First Presbyterian Church
CARPENTER MEMORIAL FOUNDATION CONCERT
First Methodist Church
Monday, 8:30 p.m.
Mr. McHale, for the sake of one million taxed and unrepresented indiMarch 9 - 21.
Conyngham Annex
FOUR MAN SENIOR ART EXHIBIT
viduals, please re-read Article I, Section 8, Clause 17, of our United States
FORUM MEETING
Chapman Hall
Tuesday, 8 p.m.
Constitution. In pertaining to the District of Columbia, it says that Congress
Friday, March 13, 8 p.m.
Class of '64
DONKEY BASKETBALL
shall have the power "to exercise exclusive legislation in all cases, whatsoever."
This may be interpreted that the Congress has the power to legislate homerule to the inhabitants of Washington. In other words, Congress has the exclusive right to legislate its own exclusive governing power right out of Its
own exclusive hands. Is the law so divine that it cannot be re-interpreted to
fit the times? According to the Supreme Court, no law is so divine. But this
is not pertinent to the question.
PRESS
Taxation without representation, that is the question.
BARBARA A. LORE
Editor-in-Chief ---------Washington, D. C. does not even have territory status. We do not even
JOSEPH l. KLAIPS
.
News Editor ..-....-......--....-.
have a nonvoting representative in either of the legislative chambers, as do
ALIS PUCILOWSKI
Feature Editor -------------......
---------CLARK LINE
Sports Editor ------........-...
the territories, We have three presidentially elected and congressionally conPAULINE BOSTIANCIC
Exchange Editor
firmed commissioners, who have no legal power whatsoever. This is the
LINDA EDWARDS, ANDREA TEMPLAR
Co-Copy Editors:
extent of our representation.
JEFF GALLET
Editorial Assistant
WILLIAM CARVER
Bus,xexs Manager
You say, "A fully autonomous Washington, D. C. would have no more
JOSEPH SALSBURG
Faculty Advisor
legitimate right to demand money from the Federal Government than would
Art Staff
JOE LIPINSKI. BILL DAVIS. WILLIAM ROARTY
any other place that has a post office, a military installation, or a federal
DAN ROSENCRANCE. BOB CARDILLO. MIKE ELIAS
Photographic Staff
the status of our nation's
Editorial Staff
A. M. AIROI.A, HELEN DUGAN, MARSHALL EVANS,
building within its boundaries." You say, ". ,
LINDA EDWARDS, ANDREA S. GALLET. BARBARA GRAYTOCK.
capitol does not differ from that of any military installation anywhere in the
PAULINE HOMKO. GRACE TONES. BILL KANYUCK. CAROLYN
United States." May I inform you that we do have the legitimate right to
KAPLAN. RICH KRAMER. JOHN LORE. JOANN MORIO. RUTH
PARTILLA. I.0)S PETROSKI. MARY QUINN. HARRY RUSSIN, LEONA
demand money and we do differ from military installations in that there is
SOKASH, BARBARA SIMMS. IVOR SMITH. DAVE STOUT. ANDREA
no limit to our population and therefore no limit to civic necessities, like
TFMPI.AR. tINNY TODD, CHARLOTTE WETZEL. MERLE BOLEN.
education.
JOHN B. HALL.
We are taxed, but rather than calling it tax, perhaps charity would be a
JOHN SICKLER. ROGER SQUIER, DAVID
Business Staff- --------CORAL. TODD GIBBS. JUDY VALUNAS. BOB KAZINSKI.
better word, since we get nothing back in return, hut the gratification that we
A newspaper published each week of the regular school year by and for the
are giving, Of course, we should be allowed to deduct the income tax from
studcnts of Wilkes College. Wilkes-Barre. Pennsylvania.
our income tax, since it is charity. If you don't want us to vote, that is A-OK
Editorial and business offices located at Pickering Hall 20l, 181 South Franklin
with me, Mr. McHaIe, but you pay my taxes, you support our schools, water
Street. Wilkes-Barre. Pennsylvania. on Wilkes College campus.
works, parks, and our marble column dedications to freedom for all mankind
SUBSCRIPTION: $2.00 PER YEAR
without representation. If I want to give to charity, suppose I pick the charity,
All opinions expressed by columnists and special writers including letters to
he editor are not necessarily those of this publication but those of the individuals.
not you or the Federal Government, I'm dedicated, hut not that dedicated,

-

referred to the gifts which the IDC
had for many years given to the
Cafeteria Staff and to its advisors as
part of its Christmas Party. We were
led to believe that administrative
policy absolutely forbids such use of
student funds,
We now wonder how and by what
right the Student Government was
able to provide gifts for both Homecoming and Winter Carnival Queens
and Courts. We do not necessarily
question the granting of the gifts per
Se, but we believe that the student
body is entitled to know from where
these funds came and by what right
they were granted.

-
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of American conservatism, has rarely
expressed himself so unequivocably.
Despite his firmness and honesty, however, I find Mr. Czajkowski's last
letter as empty as the others. He states
his views, but does not defend or explain them. He gives his firm convictions on issues, but supplies us with
no supporting arguments. Perhaps he
thinks his conclusions are self-evident.
It has been suggested that Goldwaters
support is essentially mystic; perhaps
this mysticism is the underlying fault
of Conservative thought.
Test Ban Treaty
Mr. Czajkowski is against the Test
Fan Treaty because "it can only
weaken the nation." How? In what
way will American and Russian cess'tion of nuclear testing weaken the
United States? If our military establishment is to be believed, then there
is no way in which the Treaty will
hurt our preparedness or military
canacity. Both Secretary of Defense
McNamara and the Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff testified before
the Senav that our nuclear supremacy
will not be jeopardized by the Treaty.
Furthermore, no substantial increase
in knowledge or effectiveness could be
gained by
continued atmospheric
tests, and the U. S. already has several times the nuclear potential to
destroy the Soviet Union in case of
war.
There are, then, two other possible
results of the Test Ban Treaty. First,
it may merely perpetuate the present
nuclear stalemate without weakening
the U. S. The other, and now imminent result, is the opening of increased avenues of East-West cooperation, the lowering of cold war
animosities, and at least hope for general disarmament, In addition, the already high level of radioactivity in
the atmosphere will not be increased.
The Treaty Cannot hurt, may do
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Art Show Combines Four Talents
Four senior Fine Arts majors will
hold their Senior Exhibition from
March 9 through 21 in the exhibition
room of Conyngham Annex. The show
will be open from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. and
will feature work in such media as oil
and water color painting, ceramics,
wood and linoleum block printing, silk
screen, pen and ink, and jewelry. The
exhibit is under the direction of J.
Philip Richards.
Miss Jane M. Kindervater, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Kindervater,
is a former resident of Elizabeth, New
Jersey.
Jane is a transfer student from Union
Junior College and prefers working in
the pen and ink and oil media.
Following her forthcoming marriage
in June, Jane plans to teach in a central New Jersey School system.
Ron Kucirko, a Wilkes-Barre native, is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Peter
R. Kucirko. He has studied at Glasshoro State College and Rutgers
University and will enter the University of Maryland in September to
complete his study in Fine Arts. Ron,
treasurer of the Wilkes Art Club, prefers watercolor painting, ceramics, and
silk screen printing in his artistic endeavors. His future plans include stage
and set design and/or interior decorating.
Sandra Leibman of Wilkes-Barre
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Irving
Leibman. She is a 1963 graduate of
Pratt Institute and holds a Bachelor
of Fine Arts in Fashion Design. Sandra prefers working with watercolor
and charcoal in creating fashion illustrations.
Joseph Lipinski, a resident of Jersey
City, New Jersey, is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Lipinski, Joe is the
RANTS 'n RAVES (Continued from page

program chairman for the Wilkes Art
Club and is doing his practice teaching at Meyers High School. His
preference in the various art media
is that of woodcutting and linoleum
block printing. His future plans include
the commercial art field and teaching
in central New Jersey.

Manuscript Presents
'Loneliness' Film Here
Manuscript, the College literary society, is bringing The Loneliness of
the Long Distance Runner to the campus tonight. Directed by Tony Richardson, who also directed Tom Jones,
Loneliness tells the story of a boy
who is sent to reform school because
of stealing. Using flashbacks and the
boy's life at the reformatory, Richardson directs the audience's attention to
the boy's reasons for stealing.
At the school, the boy becomes a
favorite of the master because of his
running ability. He gains prestige,
something he has never had before.
The scenes of the boy running have
been considered the best scenes shot.
As he is running, he reminisces about
his unhappy home life.
The film presents a battle of motivations as to whether he is in sincere
agreement with the rules of the reformatory, or whether he is running
to gain prestige.
The English movie gained the
plaudits of the N. Y. Herald Tribune,
The New Yorker, The New York
Post, Life Magazine, and The New
York Times.
The movie will be shown in Stark
16 at 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.

2)

nothing, and can easily help the cold
war situation.
The U, N. and Our Interests
Mr. Czajkowski is also against the
U. N. because it has done nothing to
promote our interests above the rest
of the world.' What are our interests,
and should they be promoted over the
rest of the world? Clearly our overriding interest is the maintenance of
peace without the loss of our own
national sovereignty or freedom or
undue intrusion on the sovereignty of
others. In numerous instances in the
Middle East, in Africa, and now in
Cyprus, the U. N. has shown its
ability to help maintain peace.
The U. S. has, of course, other interests as well. We protect our investments abroad, and we have a
vested interest in democracy and capitalism. The U. N. does not, and
never should, promote these narrow
U. S. interests, just as it never promotes the narrow interests of any
other nation or bloc. Does it negate
the value and function of the U. N.
if it can not he manipulated to American purposes?
One final point. "The rights of the
states have been unnecessarily usurped
by the Federal Government." Undoubtedly the Federal Government
now operates in shares previously
reserved for the states, Has this usurpation been unnecessary? In many
areas the states proved themselves
either unwilling or unable to cope
with the problems of modern society.
Segregation, mass unemployment, urban deterioration, and industrial de
velopment of areas like the Tennessee
River Valley are problems that the
Federal Government has been forced
to handle. The government has been
forced to intervene in matters of interstate commerce and mass communications only because the states were
unable to do an adequate job. This
is not usurpation. It is a necessary
extension of government if a nation
is to achieve full and equal prosperity
for all its citizens.

NOTICE
Philadelphia CORE Representative
at
Chapman Hall at 2:30 P.M.
Saturday March 7, 1964
CORE Meeting Tuesday at 11 A.M.
Pickering 101
ALL WELCOME

Scholarship Winner
In Concert Monday
The Carpenter Memorial Foundation is featuring a concert March 9
at 8:30 p.m. in the First Methodist
Church, North Franklin St. This concert will feature the winner of the
scholarship competition, Miss Susan
Will, a flutist from Plymouth, who
will play with the New York Post
Band of the Salvation Army.
The competition which Miss Will
svon was judged by members of the
College music department. She is the
sister of David Will, a '63 graduate
of Wilkes. Last year, the competition was won by John Verbalis,
who is presently attending the College.
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Wetzel

Debaters Beat King's, Charlotte
Army, Ceorgetown U.

February'

'Miss

Sr

Wilkes College was recently represented by Al Airola and Jim Tredinnick at the annual Liberty Bell
Debaters Tournament, sponsored by
the Debate Council of the University of Pennsylvania.
Al and Jim, paired for the first time
in a varsity debate, defeated opponents from King's College, Army, and
Georgetown University. The topic of
discussion: Resolved that the Federal
Government should guarantee the opportunity for a higher education to
all qualified high school graduates.
Miss Charlotte Lord, Director of
Wilkes Debate Society, accompanied
them and served on the judges committee.
The guest speaker, Senator Everett
Dirksen, Minority Leader of the Senate, also made brief comments on this
topic after the final round of debate.
Among the better known schools
attending the tournament were: Fordham, John Hopkins, Saint Joseph's
Lehigh, Rutgers, Columbia, Georgetown, Army, Washington and Jefferson, Villanova, Princeton, and CCNY.

Jun!or Jaunt Tonight
The gym will really jump tonight
when the Class of '65 presents "The
lunior Jaunt." Entertainment will be
by the Rhythm Aces, featuring Mel
Wynn, and there will be an intermission during which the Pike Town
Three will perform. Jody Morrison is
the general chairman of this event,
which will he held from 9-12. Admission is 50 cents.

Charlotte Wetzel has been selected as this month s candidate for the
"Miss Season's Contest" of the Photo Club. Miss Wetzel, a Spanish major,
resides in Glen Lyon.
Miss Wetzel's activities have included being a member of the Eeacon
Staff for three years, and two years on the kick-line. She is a secretary to
Dr. Hugo Mailey.
The deadline for contestants of the Miss March contest is March 16.
Entries should be taken to the photo lab in the basement of Chase Hall.
"Miss Seasons" will be selected in May.

mediation would be most satisfactory
to both management and labor, Among
its other duties, the Committee offers
preventive consultation and counseling to new companies and provides
union balloting procedures, services,
and neutral meeting facilities,
Different Cases
In cases of mediation and arbitra-

tion, one of the parties approaches
the Committee, who then immediately
approaches the other disputing party.
In cases where the welfare of the
community is involved, the Committee may approach the disputing
parties and ask for their co-operation.
In many situations, the Committee
is more favorable than government
mediators because it is more flexible.
The results of its operations, after a]most five years in existence, have been

extremely beneficial.
Because of its aid in labor-management relations, the LMC Committee
has encouraged new industries to move
to this area. In nearly all of the disputes which occurred in the area, both
organized labor and management have
been satisfied and thus have been cooperative with the Committee. The
members of the Committee are helping to establish similar programs in
other areas.

Chuck Robbins

College

ACE HOFFMAN

DR. ROSENBERG (Continued from page
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Spotting Goods

Charms

- Rings

Ready to Serve You

Brooches

a Complete Line of Ssveaters,
Jackets, Emblems, Sporting Goods

Miniature Rings

With

28

North

Main

Street

Plays 'St. Joan
earre (n9raein9

George Bernard Shaw's Saint Joan

will be presented at the First Presbyterian Church on March 8 at 8 p.m.
t will be performed by the intermrmtionally known touring group, the
Bishop's Company. This troupe has
presented over 6,000 productions in
eleven years and has traveled nearly
a million miles,
A coffee reception will be held in
the church after the performance.
Everyone is welcome to attend this
production.

Studios and Camera Shop
AERIAL

and
Charm Bracelets

CAMERAS AND PHOTO SUPPLIES

FRAiK CLARK

36 W. Market St. Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Jeweler

Co.

AND
PHOTOGRAPHERS

PORTRAIT, COMMERCIAL

TEL.

823-6177

20 NORTH STREET
WILKES - BARRE, PENNA.

-

Commercial Artists PhotoEngravings For Newspapers
Catalogs Letterheads Year
Books Offset Negatives

-

-

-

-

PHONE 823-8894

POMEROY'S BOOK SALE!

$1.00 to $2.90
Originally published at 2.50 to 18.00 Fabulous Savings on publishers
overstock. Medical - Technical - Religion - Mathematics - General Save
on many booksl
as much as

Carman's
Pizzeria

75%

Pomaroy's

Lnt Price

Pnce

FICTION

5.95

4.95
6.95
4.50
5.95
4.95

Group-Mary McCarthy
Spy Who Came In From the Cold-Le Carre
Living Reed.Pearl Buck
Her Majesty's Secret Service-Ian Fleming
Caravans-James Michner
Wapshot Scandal John Cheever
The
The
The
On

-

3.99

3.96
4.59

2.99
3.99
3.96

NON-FICTION

3.95
6.75
4.95
10.95

--

Profiles in Courage John F. Kennedy
Mandate for Change Dwight D. Eisenhower
Mitford
The American Way of Death
The Game
By Tex Maule

-

-

POMEROYS BOOK DEPT

- THIRD FLOOR

77 PUBLIC SQUARE

2.99

4.59
3.29
8.80

Steak and Sausage Sandwiches

with Green Peppers and Onions
TAKE OUT SERVICE

Call 825-4424
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For Your School Supplies

Shop at

GRAHAM'S
96 South Main Street

Pluce 8th
Final Basketball Statistics Released Swimmers
In College Division
The Colonels' cage team closed out
a disastrous season by bowing for the
17th time when Juniata took the
measure of the Wilkesmen 93-80 at
Huntingdon last week. Over the past
three seasons Wilkes has gained only
seven Victories and dropped 54 decisions. The Colonels only two wins
came at the expense of Harpur and
Lycoming. Lycoming lost to Wilkes

after downing the Colonels 83early in the season.
As the final statistics show, Wilkes
excelled in only two departments - free
throw attempts and personal fouls
committed. Wilkes drew even in the
number of games played.
Dale Nicholson scored the most field
goals with 101, but was tied for high

61-45
57

RAZOR HAIRCUTTING

REX CATALDO

-

STERLING BARBER SERVICE

Wigs for Women
Hairpieces for Men
Colognes - Perfumes - Cosmetics
STERLING HOTEL
and

NORTHAMPTON ST.
WILKES-BARRE, PA.

9 E.

After all is said and done,
Usually more is said than done.

Wilkes College

BOOKSTORE
Millie Gittins, Manager

FREE THROWS

FIELD GOALS

PHONE: 825-5625

Games

fga

19
19
19
19
16

237
283
219
205
66
68
42

Morgan
Nicholson
Stankus
Chanecka
Doner
Obrzut
Jenkins
Wilkes totals
Opp. Totals

19
17
19

1461

19

1252

fgc

pct.

fta

88

.371

Ill

101

.356
.438
.424
.303
.280
.333

56

96
87

20
20
14

660
477

71

87
29

34
13

.465

450

.381

458

ftc

9t-4//4

/(iu'4'
.

Shirts, suits, ties, colors, the
whole story! After all, in our
University Shop, we specialize

college men's wear so we
should know the why's and
what-for's of current styling
the real facts about wash-andwear . . . the tips on grooming
that make good clothes and
good appearance last longer.
In doubt . . . just ask US!
in

The Boston Store

REBOUNDS PERSONALS
POINTS
avg.
avg.
no.
no.
no.

70
44
35

246
246
227
228
61

57
35
16.46

12.19

12.95
12.95
12.47
12.53
3.81

3.00
2.06
86.63
64.16

Wilkes Wrestlers End Winning Season
By Logging Impressive 5-2-1 Record
Yeager Idle From MAC
Tourney Due To Chest
Injury In Lycoming Meet

The Colonels were destined to de- 14-13 upset by the Marauders. The
feat, however, as they set out to take victory was the first in two years
on the unbeaten grapplers of East over Millersville, as the 1962 enStroudsburg State College. The ESSC counter ended in a 14-14 deadlock.
team proved to be too much and overThe next contest on the Colonel
powered the Reesemen to bring their card was with the Warriors of Lylog to 3-I. In their next meet the coming. The Reesemen's winning
Colonels rebounded by soundly defeat- streak was stopped short as the Waring Moravian College 31-5. The meet riors crushed the Colonels 17-5. The
was highlighted by the 137-pound only Wilkes victory of the evening
match in which Tim Adams, trailing turned out to be a tremendous loss,
through most of the match, reversed as captain Brooke Yeager suffered a
to make the score 10-5 and then chest injury in decisioning his oppoclamped his opponent with a cross- nent 7-4. Yeager missed the next meet
body ride to gain a fall with only 12 and in all probability will not enter
seconds remaining.
the coming MAC Tourney.
The Colonels then brought their
The Colonel grapplers ended their
record to 5-i by downing Millersville season on an unexpected note when
Sate College 19-9. In winning, the Gettysburg forced the Reesemen to
Wilkes team avenged last season's settle for a 15-15 tie. The meet was
saved from defeat by freshman Bill
Tinney who turned in a thrilling perNOTICE
formance by pinning his opponent
A coin-operated photocopy
within two seconds of the final buzzer
machine, THE DOCUSTAT, is
to knot the meet. The Colonels suflocated in the hall of the lifered a blow when Tim Adams was
brary. Students and faculty
forced to concede his match because
members can avail themselves
of an eye injury.
of the service of reproducing
Today and tomorrow the Colonels
pages of books, magazines, or
are sending a full team in an effort to
documents.
make a showing in the MAC Tourney
Sizes: 81/2 x 11 or lOx 14.
at Bucknell.
Price 25 cents per page.

Under the able direction of coach
John Reese, the Colonel matmen have
again produced a winning season as
is evidenced by their very respectable
5-2-1 record. This is a slight improvement over last year's 5-3 record. However, considering the gloomy situation
with which coach Reese was faced
at the beginning of the season, it is
a tremendous performance.
The Colonels, in a period of rebuilding, were lacking in experience in the
heavier weights and had to rely on
freshmen to fill the 157, 177, and
heavyweight classes. This, however,
proved to be no problem, since these
men exhibited exceedingly commendable performances in their endeavors.
The first outing for the Colonels
was against the Ithaca Bombers. In
this meet the Wilkesmen bested their
opponents 17-9 as the bombers showed
an impressive, but futile, attempt to
down the Colonels. In their next
contest, the Reesemen produced a decisive 28-7 win over C. W. Post. In
this meet Ned McGinley, Brooke
Yeager, Bob Weston, and John Gardner remained undefeated to lead the
Colonel attack.
FOR SALE
Following the C. W. Post meet, the
Colonels then traveled to Hofstra for
2 PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS
their next endeavor. Here the grap- One Smith Corona
One Underwood
piers met a strong foe, but edged the
(one with French accent nsarks(
Flying Dutchmen in a close 19-15
$20 each, but will bargain
contest.
Contact: Dr. Bronis Kaslas
History Department

LEWIS - DUNCAN
Sports Center

BOOK AND
CARD MART

Headquarters f3r Lettered

10 S. Main St., Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

WILKES JACKETS

Greeting Cards
Contemporary Cards

ii

-

Wilkes-Barre
Market St.
and
Narrows Shopping Center
Kingston - Edwardaville
E.

-

-

PHONE:

Books

-

825-4767

Paperbacks & Gifts
- Party Goods

Reco:ds

' ":"

* * *
FOWLER, DICK
AND WALKER

pct.

48
2.52
67
.636
7.52
47
.786 143
.493 115
6.05
44
54 .620
132
6.95
71
21
.724
1.31
14
21
2.84
17 .500
54
27
7
45
3.64
25
.538
326 .724 865 45.95 320
265 .578 664 34.95 325

-

here

point honors by Dick Morgan. Both
Morgan and Nicholson scored 246
points for the year.
Wilkes will lose both Al Doner and
Dick Morgan through graduation, but
the Colonels have some underclassmen
who show much potential and will be
looking forward to a better season
next year.

-

/

PIZZA

BAKeD OAILr IEAMf2pM

SPAGHETTI RAVIOLI
('&u
5aae)
STEA/(S.

C1,fO,D3

SEAFOOD

PIZZA ThKE-0U75 (ALL 5IZES)

5ANDWICH5

U
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At M A C Tournament
by Chuck Petrillo
Last weekend the Middle Atlantic
Swimming Championships were held
at Lehigh University in Bethlehem.
For the first time the MAC was divided into University and College divisions which has ended the larger college domination of the past and has
added incentive and increased competition among the small colleges of
the Conference.
Ronald Daggett, Harry Heesch, Jon
Carsman, and Mike Scholey represented Wilkes. Ron Daggett would have
made the finals, but was disqualified
at the end of his heat. Harry Heesch
was not up to par, either, as he finished behind swimmers whom he had
beaten during the regular season. In
the 100-yd. free semi-finals Harry
pulled a 57.7, breaking the Wilkes record he shared with Jack Barnes.
In the University Division, Bucknell easily won with a total of 158.5
points, followed by LaSalle with 79.5.
West Chester edged out Dickinson
in the College Division 107-103, followed by Lycoming, F
M, Swarthmore, PMC, Drexel, and Wilkes.

Broy-Ve Players Ciush
Next week the gym will be echoing
with the 'clop-clop-clop' of dirty feet.
After the entrance of the student
riders, hereafter referred to as the
'Sidilistical Six - Minus - One," the
"F-F-Flithering Five," fondly known
on the campus as the faculty, will
make their appearance, Immediately
following these masculine displays of
the stronger sex (?) comes the ponderous, gray creatures with big floppy
ears and the sparkling ivory tusks,
commonly identified as
That's
Right .- THE DONKEYS.

-

A recording of the Wilkes College
Collegians singing folk and classical selections will be released during the first week of April. Those
wishing to purchase, one of the
two hundred available records, can
make advance orders by contacting
any member of the Collegians. The
records will cost $4.

BEACON Honors Dick Morgan With
'Athlete Of The Week' Laurels
Cage Captan Holds 3
Game Records On Season
in Ending Court Career

by Ivor Smith
The Beacon turns to the basketball
team in search of a recipient of this
week's Athlete of the Week." Team
captain, Dick Morgan, is given this
issue's Beacon laurels. An outstanding performer all year as a guard,
Dick has proved his value to the

squad many times.
Dick is a native of Spring City,
Pennsylvania, an English major and
current resident of Gore Hall. He
attended Phoenixville High School
where he captained the basketball and
ross-country teams. His high school
track team also had the use of Dick's
talents. Dick holds letters in all three
of these sports.
The Colonel soccer team has had
advantage of Dick's fine work for the
past three seasons. He has also lettered
in that sport. His soccer talents have
earned him three Stagg awards, and
he is one of the finest soccer players
Wilkes has seen in a number of years.
It is interesting to note that Dick never
played soccer before he entered

Wilkes.
On the basketball court, Dick has
been invaluable to the team as a
playmaker and sparkplug for the
Wilkes cagers. Although the team has
not produced a winning season, Dick
Morgan is still to be noticed. When
the current of the game slows, he
manages to keep life in the team.
Dick's record this season demonstrates his spirit and drive, along with

Dick Morgan

his defensive skill and role as playmaker. He holds the current season's
high for Wilkes in total points scored
in one game - 27 against Albright. He
also made the most field goals scored
in one game also against Albright.
When Wilkes challenged Harpur,
Dick had the free-throw high for the
Colonels, dropping in 8 out of 11 from
the foul line.
Dick Morgan is to he congratulated
for his efforts on the basketball team.
and the BEACON sports staff does so
in awarding him "Athlete of the
Week" honors in this issue.
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